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Opportunity

Who didn’t like candy as an award for getting a star in class? Our simple candy dispensing device for kids
is a perfect reward for the amazing kids. Dispenses just the right amount of candy and can fit in your
cabinet.

High Level Strategy
Plug into the power source.
Press button 1 when you are ready.
The device will check for refills and notify you.
Press button 2 for a special treat.
Hold the cup under the curved notch.
Enjoy!
Press button 2 again for a second round or button 1 to turn it off.

Comparison Between Initial and Final Design

Initial Design Final Design

PI control PI to control the amount
dispensed by controlling the

motor speed.

Open loop and using time to
control the dispensing amount

(motor issue with starting speed)

Message displaying LCD using I2c pins but not
enough pins in ESP32

Messages are displayed on the
computer screen (Arduino IDE)
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Function-Critical Decisions
The key calculation for our system as it relates to the function of the mechanism is whether our

motor has the necessary torque to rotate the gear train and the disk that rotates to dispense the candy. We
took into account the weight of the candy that is applied as a load to the disk when it is closed. We also
took into account the forces applied to the bearings by the system and vice versa. We also included the
force propagation through the gear train to the motor. Using this model and Newton’s Laws to derive the
force and torque equations that characterize the system, we were able to determine the maximum radial
forces applied to the bearing and confirm that the motor we considered  using could supply the needed
torque and not stall out. We did this by solving the system of equations that we derived in Matlab. In these
calculations, we made the assumption that there would be a maximum of 150 grams of candy. We found
that the maximum radial load on the bearings would be well below the rating found in the specification
sheets for the ball bearings. Further, we found that half the motor stall torque given by the motor
specification sheet would be sufficient to drive the system under the given load. Thus, any motor more
powerful than that motor would be sufficient. We ultimately ended up using a stronger version of the
same motor from Pololu (https://www.pololu.com/product/4802). The stall torque of the motor we used
for the calculations is 0.127kg*cm at 6V. The stall torque of the motor we ended up using in our bill of
materials has a stall torque of 2.3 kg*cm at 6V, which exceeds the requirement set out in our calculations.
The specifications of the final motor used in the mechanism is given in Appendix B. The Matlab code
used and the results as well as our force/torque diagram are given in the Appendix A.

https://www.pololu.com/product/4802


What We Wish We Had Done Differently
We were able to get our machine to work consistently which was a great accomplishment. In

hindsight there are a few things that we would have done differently. After working with the limit
switches we thought it might have been a better solution to use a stepper motor to control the aperture. We
also wanted to incorporate an LCD instead of the IDE so that the user would know the status of their
dispense. The motor was mounted upright and attached to the bottom of one of the plates. We would have
liked to have built a better housing for the motor to make it more secure. Additionally we used a rigid
shaft coupler which worked fine for our machine, because the machine was quite flexible, but in a future
project, a flexible shaft coupler is ideal.

Figure 2: State Diagram

Figure 3: Wiring Diagram



Appendices

Appendix A: Function Critical Calculations

Profile View of Assembly



Force Diagram of Assembly



Matlab Code to Calculate Forces



Motor Specifications
https://www.pololu.com/product/4802

https://www.pololu.com/product/4802


Appendix B: Bill Of Materials



Appendix C: CAD Images

Profile View of Our Candy Dispenser



Front View of Candy Dispenser



Top View



Isometric View of Candy Dispenser



Appendix D: Code














